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VOLUME XLIV

Now Or Never, -Seniors
Spirited ~avier To Meet Bearcats
Saturday At 2 p.m. 011 Carson Field

-- -- -- ·Beat

NO. 5

UC

by Hap O'Daniel, Asst. Sports Editor

With the burden of proof resting squarely upon the
shoulders of the seniors, who have yet to take on a team
which has beaten Cincinnati, the Musketeers will take the
field against the Bearcats tomorrow a band of determined
young men.

Jackie Lee

Needing a win in at least one
of their remaining three contests
to gain a .500 percentage this
season, the Musketeers would
relish nothing more than a win
over theiir highly-touted crosstown counterparts.
The game shapes up as an
aerial duel between two of the
nation's most talented throwers-Xavier's Ron Costello, leading
the small colleges in passing, and
Cincinnati's Jackie Lee, fifth

Ed Kovac

Dr~

Thomas Dooley Addresses
Student Convocation Today

by J. Ward Doering, News Associate Editor
This afternoon and tonight Dr. Burghardt, S.J., one of the top
Thomas A. Dooley will speak at clerical lecturers in America.
Xavier, telling of his work with
Dr. Dooley went to Laos in
MEDICO and his struggle with 1956 and founded the firs.t of two
melanoma, "black cancer." He hospitals, in Nam Tha. When his
follows by two days Rev. Walter money ran out in 1958, he returned to the United States,
wrote his ~econd best seller, and
returned to Laos to found another
hospital.
Shoritly after his return to
Xavier's new campus radio Muong Sing, five miles from .the
station, WCXU, encountered a Red China 1border, he discovered
new · difficulty this week. The that he had cancer. He !"eturned
Intercollegiate Broadcasting Sys- to New York and underwent
tem informed Ed Schmitt, sta- surgery in eallly September.
tion !business manager, that the
After leaving the hospital he
cal letters WCXU are already
began
a lecture tour which will
registered in their Washington,
eventually take him to 37 cities
D.C., office.
Mr. Schmitt said ·that the sta- in 40 days, in which time he will
tion will continue to •broadcast, deliver 48 lectures.
but that a new set of call letters
The Do0ley Convocation begins
would be sent to the I.B.S.
at 2:00 p.m. today In the Field·
Immediately.
house. It Is compulsory for all
full-time under1raduate students.

among major colleges In the same
department.
If there is a pressure factor in
the game, it must be on the iBeaTcats. Cincinnati, expected to field
one of its finest elevens this
autumn, sports a. not-so-gaudy
3-2-1 ma•rk.
On the other 1 hand, Xavier,
with a 4-3 record, has won anywhere from three more to the
same number of games it was
expected to win this season, depending upon which "expert"
you prefer.
Neither club was especially
impressive last Saturday as the
Bearcats were pushed right to
the finish to hold off a determined but outmanned C.O.P.
team 21-H and the Musketeers
were soundly wWpped in every
department but the final score
as they stopped Dayton 3-0.
Coach Ed Doherty, who scouted
the Bearcats last Saturday, reported that he didn't see a very
pleasing picture.
"I belleve that the people who
picked UC to· ha\le one -of--its"
finer teams are ··:right," declared
Doherty. "When you consider to
whom they've lost-two real
tough ball clubs such as Houston
and North Texas State-you see
that Cincinnati Is indeed tough.
If they had our schedule they'd
be unbeaten now.''
"The most, outstanding feature
of t'his .ball club fa its balance,''
be continued. "Not only do they

Ed Mazurek

have talent and depth at every
position, but they aire equally
dangerous running or passing.
Lee is not only a teril-ific passer,
but a good runner as well."
Doherty rates the Bearcats'
passing as having a slight edge
over their ground game. Favorite UC running plays are the
reverse involving the wing man
and the power play off tackle,
usually with a man in motion.
Oindnooti possesses two talented turfmen in halfbacks Ed
Kovac, who leads the team in
scoritng with 60 points and in
rushing, ood speedster ·Fred Oblak, wlho retu~ned to action Satocdaiy for the first time since the
opener, and ran well. He wars
sidelined with a shoulder injury.
A crowd .iln excess of 25,000 is
Ron Costello
expected to jam Cincinnati's
horseshoe-shaped Nippert Sta- land Hilton Hotel, which features
dium (capacity 30,000) for to- . Coaches Ed Doherty and George
morrow's contest. The big weekBlackburn and principal speaker
end begins todaiy with ~e intracity Pigskin Rally at the Nether- H!llITY Stuhldreher.

Queen Announced Tonight

Homecoming Festivities Reign Next Weekend

CampiJs Station
To 'Change Letters

Bulletin

The Student Councils of Uni·
venlt1 of Cincinnati and Xavier
Unlvenlt1, In joint session, here·
bJ pled1e that we wlll promote
and encourage sportsmanship and
strive to preserve our rlvaley In
the spirit of fair pla1. We do not
eonllone destructive manifest&·
tlons as a show of school spirit
and we will strive to eliminate
all such unsportsmanlike con·
duct. We are prlvlle1ed to spend
our ml1ht for our unlvenltles
and believe that true respect for
them ean onl1 be sportsmanlike

retpeet.

Fr. Burghardt is a teacher of
theology at Woodstock College,
Maryland, the theology house for
Jesuits of the New York and
Maryland provinces. He specializes ·in Patristic Theology, and is
a •top expert in that field.
In 1958 1Fr. Burghardt received
an award from the Mariological
Society of America 'for his distinguished· work. He is managing
editor of the periodical "Theological Studies,'' and co-editor of
two series of publications, "An·
cient Christian Writers" and
"Woodstock Papers.''

Jim Mullen

(L to R), Mike Waters, Float .Chairman; Bob McLaughlin, General Chairman; Bud Boehm and Tom Young, Co-Chairmen of Queen
Committee. Missing, Ben FitzGerald, Ticket Chairman. .
Photo by Franklin Polk
by Len Schmaltz
Homecoming is traditionally a elude the announcing of the
big day on the Xavier University winning floats · and, of course,
campus and according to Bob the presentation of the HomeMcLaughlin, homecoming chair- coming Queen. Her identity will
man, "this year is certainly no be made known this evening at
exception." Bob announces a full the Language Clubs' d~ce in the
schedule of events for the re- Armory. She was selected by a
turning alumni and .present stu- special student vote held last
dent body. Festivities on that Wednesday and Thursday, OctoNovember 7 date will begin with ber 28 and 29.
Following the game, the Alumthe annual float parade immediately preceding the Xavier- ni will travel to downtown CinQuantico game. This year's cinnati for ,..a banquet in the
themes are "Welcome Alumni" Sheraton-Gibson Roof Gardens.
Following the banquet, there will
and "Welcome Quantico."
Half-time ceremonies will In· be a dance for the alumni and

their friends.
The student .body will ge.t a
"rest period" until 9:00 p.m. that
same night when they will converge on .the Topper Club also
in downtown Cincinnati. Stan
Kenton and his orchestra will
provide music until 1: 00 a.m. for
the gala affair. Tickets will run
$4.00 per couple and will be
availabe at the Student Council
office in Nor.th Hall.
Cash prizes will be offered for
the three best floats in the .parade.
First prize is $100.00 with additional prizes of $50.00 and $25.00
each. Floats will .be judged on
originaUty, ingenuity, and conformity to the general themes.
Rules governing float constructon have been set up by a Student council committee.

NOTICE

--

Xavier students attendln1 to·
morrow's game with the Unlver·
sity of Cincinnati at Nippert Sta·
dium at Z p.m. will enter the
west side of the stadium bJ
GATE 10. Students will be ad·
mitted by presenting their stu·
dent ID cards to be punched at
the gate.
The Xavier student section is
located on the east end of the
pavillion side, and Is marked
section ZZ.

-
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Can1pus
Desk
by Denny Doherty, News Editor-in-Chief
Last May the News published
an editorial asking the active
where abouts of a new organization - "The Interorganizational
Advisors Group." Today we not
only ask the same question but
also wonder if it can exist under
its present legislation.
After a good deal of debate,
legislation for the I.A.G. was
formulated as By-Law XIII of
the Student Government Association of Xavier University, Evanston Campus.
Section 1 of By-Law XIII states
the purpose of I.A.G: "The I.A.G.
shall co-ordinate the efforts of
of all functioning c 1 u b s for
the betterment of the entire university." Apparently there was a
need for the co-ordination of the
efforts of the "functioning clubs."
And if there was a need surely
this piece of legislation was intended to help erase that need.
Yet today we still have not heard
of the I.A.G. itself functioning. If
a need did not exist, why was
this organization brought into
existence?
If the I.A.G. is to function
properly it "will meet at least
once a month or on such other
occasions that the chairman shall
deem necessary." (By-Law XIII,
Section 3, Par. B.) "And this
meeting should be attended by
chairman, president or student
appointee of all recognized campus cubs, and the Junior and
Senior Delegate of N.F.C.C.S."
(By-Law XIII, Section 2, Par. A.)
The N.F.C.C.S. is the National
Federation of Catholic College

Students. Is this happening?
But ·before the I.A.G. can begin
to function, additional legislation
must be passed and present
legislation must be altered. In
Section 2, Paragraphs C, D, and
E of By-Law XIII, it further
states that the I.A.G. chairman
shall be the presiding officer at
all meetings and that he shall be
a member of Student Council and
appointed by the president of
Student Council. The problem
arises in that "the Junior Delegate of the N.F.C.C.S. shall preside in the absence of the chairman. and he shall act as service
supplier from and to the regional
and national offices of the
N.F.C.C.S." It continues that "the
Senior Delegate of the N.F.C.C.S.
shall act as advisor and service
administrator." The problem is
this: Xavier University is no
longer a member of the N.F.C.C.S.
Membership in the I.A.G. will
have to be revised.
The News believes that the
I.A.G. is needed and will not
only benefit the university as a
whole, but also the individual
clubs. If it is put into active operation you, the member of the
organization of your choice,
should see a heaHhy development
in the activities of your organization.
Last year our campus leaders
worked quite hard to see that the
students be given an organization
such as this. They are to be commended, for it is a fine piece of
work. Now we want to see them
put it into operation.

..............................

Trump Tall{
..............................
by John Rolfes

'I

'l
:l

1'.

Father Vincent Horrigan and
Dean Russell Walker of the Evening College, last year's duplicate
winners, successfully defended
their crown Sunday, October 25,
as they ran away with the NorthSouth championship in the Campus Bridge Tournament. The
East-West champions in a close
decision were Don Joseph and
Frank Reilly.

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Letter To
Tlie Editor
To tht:! editor:
Sir:
I write in answer to Mr. Keller's (he of the illogical mind)
letter printed two weeks ago in
this column. The logic of his
feigned illogic served as a timely
fillip to this writer's longstanding mental lethargy. And, thus,
in the unwonted role of defender
of the faith (i.e. the administration) I enter the breach of campus controversy.
Apparently Mr. Keller describes, hidden behind the amiable
facade of our new dress code, a
pernicious intention to encroach
upon his God given freedom of
personal choice. The presence of
such vision in a mind so steeped
in Thomism as Mr. Keller's must,
by this time be, points to either
a mystical insight beyond our
mortal ken or. as I believe, a
mild attack of emotional oversight. F"or freedom is not yet
license and still the power to
choose what one ought. Do we,
because he acted upon personal
choice, exonerate the reprobate?
Mr. Keller would, I think, be
loath to gainsay the proposition
that students-and. for that matter, everyone-ought to dress
well, that is, in a manner proper
to their state of life. Now, as it
happens, in our particular corner of space and time society has
(much to my aesthetic regret and
physical discomfort) decreed that
suit and tie shall be ,the accepted
mode of dress for those of us
engaged in mental, rather than
physical, labor: or, as the pamphlet so unfortunately put it,
''training for future professional
careers."
Which phrase brings us to Mr.
Keller's "ig~orance" (I use his
own word) relative to the goal
of a liberal arts college such as
Xavier. He would, first of all,
have us believe that the purpose
of our long years and considerable expense at Xavier is "an
understanding of man, his dignity, and his accomplishments"
(might we inquire, in passing,
after the wherea·bouts of God
and -tb'e cosmos in this humanistic definition?); and secondly he
would show us that this goal is
in no way compatible withand, indeed, exclusive of-the
aspirations of "young men who
are training for future professional careers."
(Continued on Page 8, Column 4)

4 Hearts

Pass
Pass
Double
Pass Pass Pass
The bidding is not recommended, but that is the way five
by John Logsdon
out of nine North-South players
did it. Three stopped at three
Next Saturday night, the Stan
Hearts, and one stopped at 2 No
Kenton Band will provide the
Trump.
West opened the King of music for our Homecoming dance
Spades. If East played low, which at Music Hall Ballroom. This is
he usually did, the hand pre- the first time in several years a
A boa;rd which produced a sented no problem since East has name band has played an all\"ariety of results Sunday was no entries to cash his Spades. student dance at Xavier. Because
this one:
North takes East's se-cond lead, future policy on hiring name
a Club, in his hand, draws two bands depends on the success of
SORTH:
rounds of trump, and then sets this dance, I am doing to devote
S-10, 8, 7
up his Diamonds. When West this week's column to the Kenton
H-A, 6, 3
takes his Ace, he still has noth- Orchestra; next week I'll try to
D-K, Q, J, 6
ing
harmful to lead. North dis- sketch the interesting personality
C-A, 10, 3
cards his two losing Spades or- of Stan Kenton.
The Stan Kenton Band made
North's two high Diamonds for
WEST:
EAST:
S-K
S-A, Q, 9, 5, 4, 3 a score of 790. One East did makc> its debut on Memorial Day, 1941,
H-Q, 9, 4
the very nice play of the Ace of at the Rendezvous Ballroom in
H-J, 2
Spades on the first trick, and Balboa, California. A favorable
D-A, 9, 8, 3 D-7, 5, Z
local reception and frequent net500 points for his effort.
C--J, 9, '7, 6, 5 C-4, z
work broadcasts brought the
BRIDGE NOTES
SOUTH:
band East in 1942, where the
S-J, 6, 2
The runners up Sunday were reaction to the band was rather
H-K, 10, 8, '7, 5
Larry Warble and Bob Petersen, cool. The first Kenton band had
D-10, 4
G€ne Hille and Gl~n DuBrucq, a choppy, staccato reed section
C-K, Q, 8
John Rolfes and Ellen Winter, style.
and Jim Madigan and Bob DressGradually the brass assumed
Both Vulnerable
man.
the dominant voice in the band.
North East South W (dealer)
A business meeting of the "Artistry in Rhythm," which
Pass
Bridge Club is tentatively sched- has been the band's theme
1 Diam 1 Spade l No Trump Pass uled for November 15. More through the years, was recorded
2 No Trump Pass 3 Hearts Pass about this next week.
(Continued on Page 8, Column 3)

Music Stand

Private
Line
by Tom Cahill and Jack LeMoult
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

We have always been of the belief that the more responsibility you take out of the hands of the students of Xavierresponsibility which rightfully belongs to the students-and
give to the university officials, the more you lower the prestige and quality of the school. We dropped in on Ed Doyle the
other night with the purpose of getting some information on
the placing of student prefects in Brockman Hall.
Ed, a stocky, crew-cut senior, who is co-prefect of the
second floor of Brockman, told us that he is a psychology
major and that Denny Kennedy, the other prefect on that
floor, is a graduate fellow in History. At once we perceived
that Ed is an easy going guy who likes to talk and help
people. We asked about his job and he answered with the
assurance of a man who knows the ways of leadership and
co-operation. "It's a really great experience and I'm sure that
it's doing a lot of good. The whole purpose is to eventually
take the burden of proctering off of the Jesuits and place it
on the students. Already thre second floor is a quieter and
better place for men to study. We now leave the recreation
room open all evening for those guys who don't want to study.
We'd like everybody to study, but, if someone can't, it's better
to have him off the floor so he wouldn't bother anyone else.
We help the freshmen with their problems ,arid encourage
them to work harder. Soon we'll be looking into having some
student government, but that can't be accomplished unless
the students are willing to take a mature attitude and elect
responsible candidates."
.
Before leaving, we told Ed that we really liked the idea.
It seems that Xavier is gradually coming of age. New plans,
regulations, and precedents are being introduced; the purpose,
to make the boys of Xavier the Men of Xavier. We're with
you, Ed!
* * * * *
Tonight the Language Clubs will sponsor the "Cinderella
Soiree'' in the Armory. It is a lecture-dance beginning at 8:15
with Dr. Dooley's talk followed by dancing to Dave Brinkmoel·
ler's Orchestra. The Homecoming Queen will be announced
by Dr. Dooley later on in th.e evening. Here's a chance for
everyone to cheer his candidate on. See ya at 8:15.

commentary
by Jerry lUartin, News Managing Editor
Although the steel strike may done-happens to the twenty or
by now have ended, yet a few thirty per cent of .the steelworkers
words on the perhaps moral who lose their jobs? One or two
issues contained would be ap- hundred thousand workers have
ropos. There are two points of a lot of families, a lot of payconcern: another increase in ments to keep up. But this may
wages, and the right (of man- yet be the solution. For if, by it,
agement) to change work rules. U.S. steel can return to ton-forSteel is perhaps the most im- ton competition with foreign
portant single item in American producers, the industry here will
economy-certainly one of the inevitably grow, resulting in
most important, one of the basic more jobs to replace those lost
items which determines the value by changes in work rules.
of our d·ouar. A well-known fact,
Would it resolve the issue if
United States steel is being outpriced not only in foreign mar- management were to guarantee
kets, but even in the continental that every man losing his job
states. Steelworkers now get would get another immediately?
$3.11 an hour, or more. The No doubt, but how would this,
United States average wage is in actuality, be done? Possibly
about $1.90. By subtraction, one by implementing work rule
would say steelworkers are well changes only when there are jobs
paid. They want more. Yet the in view for those to be retired,
more they are paid, the more say, at the opening of new facsteel costs, and the less our dol- tories. This seems the only realar is worth.
sonable denouement attainable.
There is a perhapsical solution But even so, it poses Leviathan
-cut down on inefficiency in problems, which only two giants
steel production. That is, change -Conrad Cooper and David
work rules which inhibit auto- McDonald, and their associatesmation and require more workers can work out. Both contend that
than are necessary. Then wages the interests of the nation and its
can still be raised. But consider people are theit· prime concern,
the other side. What-if this is which should be. Let us so hope.
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Letter To
Tlie Editor
(Continued from Page 2)
This is no place for captious
quarrels over the nature of a
liberal education; suffice it to
say that, even granting Mr. Keller his assumption, there is still
no conflict between the two
ideas. Is not, for example, the
teacher of history or philosophy
(one well aware of "man, his
dignity, and his accomplishments") engaged in a profes-

sional career? Professional does
not denote what is done, but
rather the manner and quality
of the doing.
Finally, let it be known that
iny dissent from Mr. Keller's
view of things is purely academic.
Academic because he has, as ever,
my respect and friendship; and
academic .because in point of
plain fact I judge that our epoch
suffers from both an unhealthy
pre-occupation with an outward
appearances and, in the matter
of dress, singularly bad taste.
Yours,
Brian Kelly

(Author of" I II'as a 7'ecn-age Dwarf", "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

LANGUAGE MADE SIMPLE: NO. 1
Rev. Vietor Nieporte, University Executive Vice President, and Mr. Irvin Boimer, University
Business Manager, follow the construction progress of new classroom building.

Winter Lurks As Building's Foe
by Mike Markiewicz

The construction supervisor stood in his office on the
edge of a sea of mud, from which the foundations of Xavier's
new classroom building were rapidly emerging. He anticipated
the question: "Do I think the ·building will be ready by June
1st? There's no reason why it can't be, unless we have a very
severe winter."
He explained that all the mud
didn't hurt coootruction any;
just slowed it down a little.
Neither had there been any
serious shortage of building materfals, despite .the lengthy steel
strike.
"We'll work straight thl'ough
the winter months, of course, as
often as the weather permits it."
·'.So, despite ·'"the constimtly
threatening weather of winter's
advance guard, things seem to be
goi.ng well on the Herald Avenue
construction site..

In his Albers Hall office, Rev.
Victor Nieporte, Executive VicePresident of the University, too,
seemed well satisfied. "All we
have to do now," said Father, "ls
sit by and watch. We intend to
have the building ready for the
fall semester next year; perhaps
even for the summer sessions."
Then he once more exhibited
the ;blueprints for the riew building. He .pointed out the student
lounge, the .bookstore, and the
communication airts room in the
basement of the buHding. Then

You're a triple threat man
in tliis Heathrow

Blazer Trio
High-spirited 3-piece sport out·
fit for that "big wheel" look!
Easy-going, colorfully lined
jacket with natural shoulders
and narrow lapels is accented
by bright metal buttons. Maten~
ing Post-Grad slacks are slim,
trim and terrific. Matching vest
reverses to a lively Ancient
Madder or Foulard pr'int.
Deftly tailored by H•I•S in soft
Corduroy, luxury Woolens or in·
teresting Hopsackings, $29.95
to $45.00. Handsome shades,
At your favorite campus shop.
'"'-:-." "''" "COii•
::_~· LmUS

•Hsm1

on the first floor were all the
offices: the rewrds off.ices, and
offices for the registrar, guidance
and testing, the dealll3, assist,ant
deaoo, heads of departments
other than science, and classrooms. There would be a 300
seat lecture hall, 30 class~ooms,
and 4 seminar rooms. In all,
seating capacity for 1800 students.
What would be done with
Science Han afte.r tJhe exodus of
all ·t·he office personnel? No particular pLans had been made yet,
although the department of psychology would .be given a good
part of the empty space. Then
looking even further i111to the
future, work would prob.ably be
started on a Student Center, sLtuated between Logan Hall and
Brockman Hall.
By 1970, Xavier University expects to be able .to a<!commoda.tc
around 3000 students in the
undergraduate day coHege.

a Swingline

·.:

Stapler no

bigger than a
pack of gum!

98¢
(Including
1000 s1uplc•I

SWINGLINE "TOT"

.

Millions now in use. Uncondi·
tionally guaranteed. Makes book
covers, fastens papers, arts and
crafts, mends, tacks, etc. Avail·
able at your college bookstore.
SWINGLINE
"Cub" Stapler S 1.29

~

_s~INC,
lONG ISLAND CITY, NEW YORK, N. V,

~······

available at both

Gentry Shops
TWO

CO~VENIENT

LOCATIONS:
GArfield 1-1900
Seventh at Central
ELmhurst 1·3220
Swifton Center
FREE PARKING
~ • at both loeatio111 • •

·····- ... ..

THE SH.IRT
LAUNDRY
3818 Mont10111e17 Road
EVANSTON
One Block Soutb of DAM
A Few llloclul Nor&Ja

or Tb• Donu

BaGbelor

Semo•

na11 o.., Buell•
& BOD BDVICB

In this day of swift internutionul communications, like radio,
television, and the rnft, it becomes more and more important
to be solidly grounded in foreign l:mguuges. Accordingly, I
hnve nsked the makers of Philip Morris whether I might not
occasionally forego levity in this column nnd instead use it for
a lesson in l:mguagc.
"Of course, silly!" chuckled the makers of Philip Morris,
tousling my yellow locks. Oh, grnnd men they arc, just ns full
of natural goodness us the cigarettes they make, just as clean
and fresh, just as friendly, just ns agreeable to have along in
all times and climes and places. "Of course, fond boy," laughed
the makers and tossed me up and down in a blanket until, giddy
with giggling, I bade them desist, and then we all Imel basins
of farina and smoked Philip Morriscs and sang songs until the
campfire had turned to embers.
For our first lesson in language we will take up French. We
will approach French in the modern manner-ignoring the
tedious rules of grammar and concentrating instead on idiom.
After all, when we go to France, what docs it matter if we can
parse and conjugate? What matters is that we should be able
to speak idiomatic conversational French.
So, for the first exercise, translate the following real, truc-tolife dialogue between two real, true-to-life Frenchmen named
Claude (pronounced Clohd) and Pierre (also pronounced Clohd).

,,

.

, .: :.:~j;f.L:"

• ro16 tiretlzefti!!tet
CLAUDE: Good morning, sir. Can you direct me to the
nearest monk?
PIERRE: I have regret, but I am a stranger here myself.
CLAUDE: Is it that you come from the France?
PIERRE: You have right.
CLAUDE: I also. Come, let us mount the airplane and return
ourselves to the France.
PIERRE: We must defend from smoking until the airplane
elevates itself.
CLAUDE: Ah, now it has elevated itself. Will you have a
Philippe .Maurice?
PIERRE: Mercy.
CLAUDE: How many years has the small gray cat of the
sick admiral?
PIERRE: She has four years, but the tall brown dog of the
short blacksmith has only three.
CLAUDE: In the garden of my aunt it makes warm in the
summer and cold in the winter.
PIERRE: What a coincidence! In the garden of my aunt too!
CLAUDE: Ah we are landing. Regard how the airplane
depresses itself.
PIERRE: What shall you do in the France?
CLAUDE: I shall make a promenade and see various sights
of cultural significance, like the Louvre, the Tomb of Napoleon,
and the Eiffel Tower ... What shall you do?
PIERRE: I shall try to pick up the stewardess.
ie 1e5DlllnSbulm••
CLAUDE: Long"livc the France!

• • •
Bt vive au111i le• Marlboro• et le• Alpine1, le• ci11arette1 tr••
bonne1, tre• a11riable1, tre• ma11nilique1, et le• 1pon10r1 de
celte column-Ii.
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X Downs Dayton 3-0 on Thomas' Kick
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A LONG THREE YEARSA Bearcat halfback slicing upfield on a punt return had
shaken into the open. He'd passed through the ~~sket~ers
and was eyeing touchdown-land as he crossed m1df1eld mto
Xavier territory. The TD he carried in his arms was to put
Cincinnati back into the ballgame and in one electrifying
moment refire the dwindling hopes of Bearcat boosters.
Suddenly, out of nowhere it seemed, out of the mess of
Xavier footballers lying on the turf, blocked out of the play,
came the flying blue jersey of the Musketeer right end Steve
Junker.
With the impact of a freight train ramming a Volkswagen,
Junker shouldered the fleeing ball-carrier to the ground in
one of those crunching tackl,es that draws a gasp of excitement from a crowd.
Each of Big Steve's 217 pounds was hurled into the tackle,
each of his six-feet-three inches. In one stirring tackle Junker
very well may have saved the day for Xavier.
A Cincinnati threat was halted. From there the already
rising Musketeer momentum surged with every tick of the
clock as the Muskies glided to a 34-14 victory over Cincinnati.
The day, October 13, 1956, witnessed the last time Xavier
defeated Cincinnati on the gridiron. It was a red-letter day for
men of Xavier whose names have now taken on the luster of
time. Up front the Muskies had Young, Davis, Magliano, Fennell, Goings, DelConte and Junker.
The running backs were Meyer, Coyle, and Konkoly and
Malone who shared the fullback slot. And at quarterback who
else but diminutive Roger Bertoia, the 5'9", 168 pound passrnaster?
All but one of the Muskies' TD's that sunny afternoon
at Nippert Stadium came as a direct result of Bertoia's running or passing. Twice he scored on quarterback sneaks, twice
more he set up a score with a pass to Junker or Young.
They were a team that Xavier will long remember. In
all, they won seven games and lost three that 1956 season. A
Xavier football team has not had a winning season since.
They won a game that Xavier will long remember, that
34-14 rout of the University of Cincinnati. Not since then has
"X" taken Cincinnati's measure, for seniors, like myself, will
recall with something less than affection the Red and Black
23-14 conquest in 1957 and last year's 14-8 reversal.
The Musketeer senior crop has a lot of incentive to win
tomorrow afternoon. This will be its last chance to crack the
Bearcat jinx, its last chance to beat the Bearcats.

*

*

*

Incentive, however, will be no problem for Xavier tomorrow. It never is when UC and Xavier collide. But it'll be less
a problem tomorrow especially, for the Musketeers will enter
the contest devoid of the lackadaisical manner that characterized them through mid-season losses to Miami, Ohio U. and
Detroit.
They'll hit the field still possessed of the fire that carried
them to their 3-0 victory last week over a massive Dayton
eleven at U.D. Stadium.
Their vaunted aerial game squelched by a field glimmering in the lights because of its dampness, their lightweight
backs rendered immobile by the same soggy field, the Muskies
reverted to the use of spirit and parlayed it into victory by
playing a stiff defensive game and by edging close enough to
the goal to attempt the three-pointer.
From 20 yards out, third-string signal-caller Ed Thomas, ·
Xavier's answer to · versatility, booted a clean shot through
the uprights. It came in the third period and proved to be
the deciding margin.

*

*

If anyone has any doubts about
the caliber of football played by
the University of Dayton, Coach
Ed Doherty will be glad to set
him straight.
"I said we'd need an all-out
effort to win last Saturday
night," volunteered the Muskie
mentor. "We got one, and ·that's
the main reason we won."
Doherty rated Dayton on a par
with the University of Detroit,
which stopped the Musketeers
38-H two weeks ago. "No doubt
about it, they're a fine football
team," said Doherty. • • They
whipped us in every statistical
department except the final
score."
Doherty was quick to point
out, however, that it was the
Musketeens' defensive play in
crucial siituations which preserved the win. Several times
the Xavier forward wall rose to
the occasion to halt the Flyers
on four.th-and-short y a r. d a g e
plays.
."It was our best effort to date,"
declared Doherty. "Even if we
had lost, I would have been
proud of our men for the way
they played."
Two Dayton touchdown runs,
aillowed by missed defensive assignments in the Musketeer secondary, were called back by
pen~lties. "We had one opportunity to score and made good;
Dayton was stopped by bad
1
breaks," noted Ddherty.
Doherty was pleased with the
Musketeer offense, considering
two conditions-the size and talent of the Dayton defense and
the wet, mudd~ field.
"Especially gratifying was the
lact that we didn't fumble once,"
stated Doherty. "Pen8lties cost
us some sizeable 1alns, but they
also showed that we were playing good, aggressive ball."
"While the spiirit and ' effort
l<a5t Saturday was excellent,"
concluded Doherty, "this is no
time to stop .and pait ourselves on
the lback. We'll need an even
better effort tomorrow."

John Nelson

Ed Thomas

University oj Dayton Game

Bather than make a choice be·
tween the two leading candidates
for Musketeer of the Week, the
NEWS took the easy way out and
made it a dual award. Both
players were equally deservlngEd Thomas' field goal actually
won the game, while John Nelson's defensive performance led
a defensive effort which prevented Dayton from winning.
Thomas made the first field
goal of his career an important
one as he calmly split the uprights from 30 yards out on a

by Mike Harmon

Displaying a rock•hard defense and riding on the magic
toe of George Potts, the little Muskies last Thursday afternoon
contained a highly-rated Miami freshman squad as they
grabbed an 8-0 victory to even their record at 1-1.
Potts, a halfback from Norwalk, Ohio, put on tihe game's
only offensive show by booting
two prodi·gious field goals, and
kept 1Miami continually in the

James Peter Kappas, a tough offensive guard and defensive linebacker, is one of ten seniors on this fall's Musketeer
football eleven.

Pete, as he is better known, Is
a stalwart on the number two
Xavier unit. In 113 minutes of
play this year the bulky guard
has made 11 tackles, assisted in
11 others and has blocked one
pass.
Brother Of Johll
The brother of the Musketeers'
number one right end, passS EN 10 B FEATURE-

/
Pete Kappas
snatching John Kappas, Pete is
outstanding on offense. Acc«"d·
ing to the men who coach him,
Kappas is "a real good offeneive
blocker."
Pate stands 5'11" and weighs
in at 199 pounds. He played bia

.

4th and 4 situation late in the
third quarter to provide the
game's only scoring.
Nelson turned in the outstandIng defensive performance by· a
Musketeer this year at his Inside
linebacker post, cbalklnr up 13
tackles, seven assiSts and a
fumble recovery. The sophomore
blockbuster had to be good, because Mike Hannon, Tom McGraw, Jim Mullen, Larry Cos
and Lou C;ai'linl also accounted
for numerous tackles.

Potts Placekicks Musketeer
Frosh To 8-0 Win Over M.U.

--------------p------K-------Coaches
Call eter appas
• Offens1ve
• BI 0C ker
oUt St a,n dIng

*

Thomas played that one minute, did his job and deserved
to be praised. But more worthy of praise are a pair of linemen
who play alongside each other, left guard John Nelson and
center Tom McGraw. Nelson sparked on defense, making a
wholesale 13 tackles. McGraw, forced into double duty by a
shoulder injury to second-string center Terry Coughlin, saw
55 minutes of action out of a possible 60.
If anything, though, the Dayton victory was a team victory. Not once during the game did the Xavier bench sit
down. It ranged itself along the sideline, clad in its blue
weather capes, and shouted encouragement after encouragement to its mud-caked teammates out on the gridiron. It was
the kind of scene that should become a tradition.
When the Muskies ran onto the field they literally ran
and, as the story has iit, they almost trampled three women in
the corridor outside the dressing room. They hustled during
the game like they hustled onto the field. They hustled their
way to victory.
If hustle is ever needed, though, it'll be needed tomorrow.
. On paper the Bearcats have a distinct advantage. They may
be vastly underrated. In Coach Ed Doherty's opinion, "The
Bearcats against our schedule would probably be undefeated
now rather than 3-2-1."

MUSKETEERS OF THE WEEK

high school football at Dixie
Heights High School, Dixie
Heights, Kentucky.
At Dixie, Pete captained the
football team and was named to
the all-Northern Kentucky Athletic Conference squad In his
senior year.
ln addition, ·the elder Kappas,
who preceded his younger brother J·olm at Dixie by two years,
was named to the ·Kentucky all·
state team and participated in
the 1955 Kentucky A 11 ·St a r
Game. The latter achievement is
hailed iby Pate as one of his biggest thrills in football.
Began At Western
Pete, who is 23 years old,
began his college career at Western Kentucky. After playing
~reshmMli 1ball at Western, Kappas switched to Xavier.
An education major who plans
to enter the coaching field, Pete
ls renowned as the type of football player that likes contact.
Remarked Head Coach Ed Doherty, "Pete has come a long way
because of a desire to play. He
Is particularly outstanding u a
blocker."
Tomorrow is a big day for
Pete Kappas, just aa it is a big
day for every Xavier senior. Not
in their varsity careers has this
group of seniors beaten the Unl·
venity of Cincinnati.

hole with his punting.
Jn the first quarter, Potts split
the uprights with a 35-yard field
goal to cap the first scoring drive
of the game. In the second quarter, after another Xavier drive
he booted a 41-yard-

~.stalled,

The last soore of the game was
provided when ends Fmnk Mar·
ek and Bob Daumeyer broke
through to block a Miami punt
in the end zone for a safety.
Just how well the spirited and
effootive defensive effOll't dis·
played by the Muskies was ac·
complished was :reflected by the
work of Dawneyer, a local product f.rom Roger Bacon.
After viewing films of the
game, Coach Ed Biles remarked,
"Bob played an almost perfeet
game out there. He made the
right move on all but two plays."
Biles also singled out giant
-tackles Dick Buechler and Steve
Huzicko for stopping the slants
of the quick Miami backs. "Daumeyer, ·Marek and Bill O'Brien
did a whale of a job rushing the
passer, and Dick Kohls, Dick
Salera and Jim Kelly bottled Uip
the middle," he added.
Individual 'l'UShing leaders for
Xavier were halfback Steve
Gaucher, who picked up 65 yHds
in 12 itTips for a 5.4 average, and
quarterback Tom Cieply, who
gained 31 yards· on four rollouts
for a 7.1 mean.
Cieply provided the only bad
news of the game when he nf·
fered a compound fracture of a
finger on his left hand whlle
making a tackle. He'll be out two
weeks or more.
The victory kept intact Biles'
record of never having lost more
than two games in a row. Next
game for the Biles.men will be
against the Marshall yearllno
at Huntington, Wm VlrPnJa,
next Friday.
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'Baldy' In 13th Year As XU Trainer
by Hap O'Daniel, Asst. Sports Editor

Ray, a Cincinnati native, came

Emphasis Remains On Fundamentals Of
Defense In Daily Basketball Practice

Xavier may not win all its
· There's a pileup on the field. As it's unscrambled one of to Xavier by way of Purcell High,
X~vier's _Musketeers rolls over on his side, writhi~g with where he started helping Ed basketball games this season, but
pam. Amid numerous ~atcalls from the stands, a rotund figure Kluska (Xavier football coach spectators at its games will notice
dashes from the Xavier bench, hurriedly attends the fallen from 1947 through 1954) in 1943. one thing-the speed and agility,
Ray came to Xavier in the bas- especially among the big men,
warrior, and helps him back to the bench.

The above scene is one that has
been performed at Xavier many
times in the last 13 years. The
main character, and the object
of the razzing from the stands,
is the Xavier trainer, Ray Baldwin.
"The razzing doesn't bother me
a bit," declares Ray. "In fact, I
love it. It lets me know that the
students are at least aware I'm
here. If they were quiet, then I'd
worry."
Notes Changes ·
Baldwiri has seen many advancements made in both training methods and equipment in
the time he's .been here. "Not
only have the care and treatment
of injuries improved," he states,
"but new and better equipment,
such as the 'A!bsorblo' shoulder
and hip pads, which take the
beating better, help prevent many
injuries which previously would
· have occured."
"An athlete's mental outlook,
however, still remains the main
factor in the healing of injuries," .

------------Ray is quick to point out. "An
athlete who isn't sorry for himself and is anxious to get back

ketball season of 1946 and has
been an integral part of the
athletic picture ever since.
Royals' Trainer
Ray, who also serves as trainer
for the Cincinnati Royals, will be
54 next May 20. He also holds
forth as Xavier golf coach (a
sport at which he excels), and
had his greatest ·thrill in sports
at Xavier when his linksmen won
the Ohio Intercollegiate in 1952.
Ray and his wife Estella have
three daughters.
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will show a great improvement.
The emphasis remained on the
fundamentals of defense as the
drills progressed through the
first full week. "I'd say we're
about 45 percent better on defense now than we were last
year," reported Mccafferty.
McCafferty announced that
fundamental drills would continue through this week. The
freshman and varsity squads will
start working separately begin·
ning Monday.

"We've been running three-onthree drills and agility drills, and
the personal effort and spirit has
been very good."
"Defense is the only phase of
the game that remains stable,"
lllcCafferty noted, "and that's
why we're trying to build on ft
this year. Shooting, rebounding,
ball handling and speed can all
vary according to the conditions
or to the individual, but defense
never changes."
McCafferty would say no more
about his offensive plans other
than that, "we'll tailor our offense to our personnel. We'll experiment for the next two weeks,
both with styles of play and
combinations of players."

•

Ray Baldwin
to work will heal a lot quicker
than one who is always feeling
sorry for himself."

Far Meal1 at Home •••
For Lundae1 af Wor•

Of'

DUAL FILTER DOES IT!

ScltOOI .••

~-,&.

M~
(with Vitamin D)

HOMOGENIZED

QUALITY v' OIEKD

ICE CREAM

U., can't be beat as Healthful food
w ·Refreshing Dessert I At 'fC4lt Favorh
· rood Storel for Home Defivery call CHerry
1-llliO. or ask YQUI' French-Bauer driverl
~
111111 IMll't ~ IMI , . .
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'°_t,_~,..
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Swifton Center

Filters as no single filter can
"To be or not to be"
is no longer the question.
Now you can be warm and
also in style with our
Fleeced-Lined Alpine Jacket
in beige and taupe

All this and washability, too

$19.95
Other styles $15.95 to 21.95
Thia Week's 'Saluted Squire' is
Denny Doherty
Editor of the NEWS
If your name appean above you wlll receive
a sport 1blrt when you present this ad and

ldentlfJcatlon.

for mild, full flavor!
Here's how the Dual Filter does it:
1. It combines a unique inner filter of ACTIVATED

CHARCOAL:.":cief·i:
nitely J:!roved to make the smoke of a cigarette mild and smooth ...

2. with an efficient pure white ~ filter. Together they brine you
real thing in mildness and fine tobacco taste!

NEW
DUAL

FILTER

·

the
· · ·-

,,
!
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BROADCASTING
SCHEDULE

Nine Members Of The Chorus Which Will Perform Friday
Photo by Franklin Polk

A Touch Of Terpsichore

MONDAY, Nov. 2, 19593:30 to 4:30 p.m.-Cl~ical
Moods
8:00 to 10:00 p.m. Serenad.e for
Scholars
TUESDAY, Nov. 3, 195910:30 to 11:30 a.m.-Melody
Lane
8:00 to 10:00 p.m. Serenade for
Scholars
WEDNESDAY, Nov. 4, 1959·3:30 to 4:30 p.m.-Cl~ical
Moods
8:00 to 10:00 p.m. Serenade for
Scholars
THURSDAY, Noy, 5, 195910:30 to 11:30 a.m.-Melody
Lane
8:00 to 10:00 p.m. Serenade for
Scholars
FRIDAY, Nov. 6, 19593:36 to 4:30 p.m.-Cl~ical
Moods
Musketeers (sports)
7:00 to 7:30 p.m.-Your

Military
Musings

new exhibition uniform which is
. very closely modeled on the
uniform worn .by West Point
cadets. This uniform will conCompany G of the First Regi- tribute to increased sharpness in
ment of the Pershing Rifles is in exhibition drills.
(<
•
*
for a big year in 1959-60. With
Captain Keeling and Lieutenant
On Wednesday, October 14th,
McCartney as moderators, and the Xavier University ·ROTC
Bob Kopecky, Ed Kuntz and Bob Radio Club had its ·first regular
Nawalaniec making up the sen- meeting of the school year.
ior staff, the Pershing Rifles are Edward Schmidt, station manaon their way.
ger for WCXU, gave a report on
Several driJI meets are planned. the conditions of the station to
There will be the annual Na- date. John Maier, chief engineer
tional Invitational Drill Meet at of the station, noted. that over
the University of Illinois, Cham- 35 hours of work went into wirpaign-Urbana, Illinois; the reg- ing the audio consol.
ional and regimental drill meets;
James Zerkel, president of the
the Xavier Invitational Drill Radio Club, announced that a
Meet planned for Dece~ber; and, new receiving unit had been
an away drill meet at Miami, received from the Military AffilFlorida, or New Orleans, Louis- iate Radio System.
iana.
During the meeting it was anThis year the Pershing Rifles nounced that the Radio Club will
have received khaki uniforms. hold code classes for students
These are the regular Army who wish to learn the Inter.nasummer uniforms with jump tional Morse Code for their
boots. In the planning stage is a amateur radio license.

O.C.C. Features Greek Dances
Xavier faculty members are taking a prominent role in
the meeting of the Ohio Classical Conference this weekend i.n
Dayton. Dr. Paul Harkins is president of the conference this
year, and Mr. C. Leslie Howard will deliver a lecture on
Vergil's third Eclogue.
There will be two offjiringi; of
particular interest to those who
attend. Friday <afternoon a film
will be shown of the "Oedipus
Rex,'' a classic tragedy by Sophocles.
Friday night, Mrs. Howard will
lead a chorus of eleven Cincinnati girls in a series of Greek
dances. These girls have been

rehearsing for some time, and
will present a 30 minute exhibition of ten dances patterned on
those performed by Greek dancers
of ~ncient Athens.

Oo J6u T/Jink !Or>6ursefF.:J
'

(THROW THESE QUESTIONS INTO THE POT AND SEE WHAT COOKS*)

The entire classics faculty of
Xavier and several of the HAB
students will attend the three
day meeting .

...............................
by R. DeVereaus Vanek

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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The Masque Society is to be
complimented on a fine job H
did in .performing Moliere's
"The Doctor in Spite of Himself."
This feat takes on heroic proportion though, when we go
behind the scenes and see what
insurmountable difficulties each
member of the cast had to overcome to give his performance.
Jerry Simon's audibility is to
be marvelled at; Jerry had both
lungs removed after an accident
at Ft. Sill.
Liz DammareU put forth a fine
performance despite the fact that
she had to wear shoes that were
3 sizes too small, her contact
lenses were constantly in jeopardy, and she has a deathly fear
of rats. South Hall is loaded,
John Gutting postponed the
completion of his book to give
his services. John is writing a
novel about student government
called, "And Then There were
None."
Josie Guglielmi took time out
from her studies at O.L.C., (ot-

terban Latin College) to grace
South Hall with her fine interpretation of Zsa Zsa as a college
girl.
Tony Schmitt had to cancel
some 30 odd lectures on temperance at floatbuilding time to do
the show. He was under a great
mental strain also. He was awaiting the outcome of a prison board
as to whether or not a good
friend of his was going to fry.
Bob Simpson had the option of
being in the show or doing
Othello on an Indian Reservation.
(Expenses paid!) Bob, you're a
prince.
Emerson Way, despite his
hound dog's death, stepped to
the ,boards to receive his punishment like a man. No audience
could guess his traumatic. experience. With a lump in his throat
and tears in hii; eyes, he wailed,
"The show must go on."
May Ader, Mary Jo Faust, and
Sheila Sexton all turned in
splended jobs despite the fact
(Continued on Page 8, Column 2)

i

MILLER'S ALL STAR
DAIRY

ALL SMR

FOODS

"'

The Shield of Quality
656 EAST McMILLAN

"'

It your studies led you to believe· you could strike oil by
drilling a hole right in the middle of the campus, would you
(A) keep still about it so people wouldn't think you were
.nuts? (B) sell stock in the proposition to all your friends?
(C) get an oil man interested in the idea, even if you had
to give him most of the profits?

"Awa tched pot never boils"
means (A) the man who
made such a statement
never watched a pot; (B)
if you don't want the stew
to boil over-watch it! (C)
you can't hurry things by
worrying about them.

AO BO CO

A

0

B

0

C

0

the cigarette. with the most advanced
filter design of them all • • . the one
cigarette with a thinking man's filter and
a smoking man's taste.

*If yoit checked (B) in three out offour of
these questions, you're a pretty smart cooky
- but if you checked (C), you think for
yourself!

If you saw a girl perched
up in a tree reading a book,
would you say, (A) "Timber!" (B) "Is the light
better up there?" (C) "Will
that branch hold two?"

AO BO

co

Assuming cigarettes could
talk, would you listen to
(A) a filter cigarette that
talks only about its taste?
(B) a weak-tasting cigarette that talks about its
filter? (C) a filter cigarette
that lets its advanced filter
design and Cull taste speak
for themselves?

AQBOCO
Next time you light up, take a moment to
think about what you really want in your
filter cigarette. Most men and women who
think for themselves choose VICEROY,

The Man Who Thinks for Himself KnowsGNLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S FILTER ••• A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE I

WO 1-2474

CIO~O. Dro~·n •

WUUamaon Taborro c;or19.
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The Night Side of The News
Jim Vorwoldt Joi11s Jesuits;
Former Night News Editor
Many Evening Division students have inquired concerning the whereabouts of former "Night Side of the News"
editor, Jim Vorwoldt. Jim had been a Dean's List student at
the Evening College since the fall semester of 1957. He joined
the NEWS that same year and was appointed editor of the
"Night Side" staff. As editor, Jim
revealed a vibrant personality
with a manly humility. In his
weekly editorials Jim disclosed
a keen and sincere sense of Inquiry into "what makes the
w1orld .go around." His ideas and
opinioIIJS on polittics, eeonomics,
and ll'eligion were based upon his
past moral tr.aininig and personal
convictions. It wiU always be
worth one's while to peruse back
issues of the NEWS to study
Jim's ideas as well as his style.
Where is he todaiy?

Evening Division · in the pride
and joy effected by our student's
eventful decision.
This newis is relaited to you at
an appropriate tiine-the close of
Vocation .Week. A vocaition to the
priesthood seems to many to be
one of those mysterious, inner
awakenings, few of which are
experienced by the preoccupied
folk of the modem world. But a
"calling," such ms Jim Vorwoldt
apparently has had, is the result
of the normal process of growth
and development met with a deter.mined acknowledgement to the
gentle command, "Come, Follow
Me." God be with you, Jim.

BULLETIN
Rev. Edward J. O'Brien, S.J.,
is looking for members for
"0 p e r a t i o n M o r e" which
stands for "Musketeers Own
Recruitment Effort." The organization is composed of students of Xavier who assist
Father O'Brien in speaking
before various high school
groups about student activities at Xavier.

Shakespeare Tryouts Set
Readings will be held in South
Hall next week for the Xavier
University Masque Society's production of "Julius Caesar" by
William Shakespeare. Interested
students should consult bulletin
boards for exact time, Masque
officials said.
Director 0 t t o Kvapil and
Masque officers huvc urged stu-

dents to come to the try-outs
even though they may feel dubious about their talents. All roles
are open, they said.
The Masque Society will present the tragedy about ancient
Rome in four performances, December 10, 11, 12, and 13 in South
Hall at 8: 30 p.m.

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII111111111111111111111111111111

Bulletin
Xavier University Alumnae
Association will attend a Memorial Solemn High Mass to be
offered at 10 a.m., Sunday, November 1, at St. Peter in Chains
Cathedral for deceased members
of the association. A breakfast in
the undercroft and a general
meeting will follow. As a special
feature the Mount Players of
· Mount St. Joseph College will
present the play,· "The Valiant
Woman" which was written by
Sister Xavier Marie, S.C., and
produced by Miss Annette Monroe. It Is the story of the life of
Mother Seton, Foundress of-. the
Sisters of Charity. Guests are
welcome. Reservations may be
made with Miss Martha Pfliegel,
Mrs. Bertha Hamilton, Miss Helen
Knecht, and Mrs. Phyllis Kell
who is in charge of arrangements.
0

· .nm Vorwoldt
Last August Jim made known
to us bis plans to enter the Socl·
ety of Jesus. He reported to the
Milford Novitiate on September
· 1, 1959. Naturally, we join the
faculty and administration of the

Cincinnati Policeman Answers Questions

Caliber Of Detectives High

SPRING SEMESTER 1960
Institute of European Studies or·
ranges Eng llsh taught coo.i rses
through the University of Vienna. Em·
phasis on learning German. Students
llve with Austrian Families, take
meals at the IES student center.
Three Study Tours through 8 coun·
tries when the University is not in
session.

Super Sub!

S'h MONTHS IN EUROPE $1395
Price covers round trip ocean travel,
roam, board, tuition and study tours.
SAILING: Maasdam, Feb. 4, New Yark
APPLICATION DEADLINE: Dec. 10, 1959
for further information, wlile to:

It's been said that the atomic submarine
"Nautilus" stays submerged so long that it
only surfaces to let the crew re-enlist.
Perhaps for this reason, the Navy has taken··
valuable space aboard the "Nautilus" for the
only sort-drink vending machine in the entire
submarine fleet.
Naturally (or you wouldn't hear about it
from us) it's a Coca-Cola machine. And not
unexpectedly, re-enlistments are quite
respectable.
Rugged lot, those submariners. Great
SIGN OF GOOD TASTE
drink, Coke!

INSTITUTE OF
IUROPEAN STUDIES
35 E. Wacker

Chicago 1

name
addre11
city

.zone

state

school

Bottled under authority of The Coca.Cola Company by
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'l'HE COCA-COLA BOT'l'LING WORKS COMPANY

by Donald F. Kramer, E.C. Reporter
Several of the questions that and statements produced by the
have .been asked of me in the preliminary investigation,.. He inpast two weeks have been about terrogates suspects, witnesses,
the requirements for ·becoming a victims and other principals indetective in the Police Depart- volved in a crime. He conducts
ment.
searches for evidence and stolen
A few of those asking the ques- property. He collects, prepares,
tions were interested. for them- and .preserves evidence and orselves; others were just curious ganizes sta1:ements and other
to know what caliber of men we evidence for presentation in
court. He may be assigned to a
have in the detective squad.
It Is my honest opinion that special detail, such as vice, liquor,
we have some of · the best men homicide, or gambling to specialin the country, and that is suf- . ize in such a field. He may make
investigations of applicants for
ficient boasting.
cHy positions, or gather inforPermit me to
mation for out-of~town authorquote directly
ities.
the r e q u i r ements for de"Qualifications: Each applicant
tectives as list(for the test) must have three
ed in the Civil
years of experience as a patrolService Comman, and a thorough knowledge
mission's notice
of the laws of Ohio, ordinances of
of promotional
Cincinnati, and .rules and reguexamination:
lations of the Police Department.
"EHgibili ty:
He must be familiar· with police
All patrolmen
Mr. Kramer
practices, and have a special
in the Police Division who have aptitude for detective work. He
been permanently employed as must be skilled in preparing and
such for three years prior to the presenting cases in court and in
date of the examination are eli- modern crime detection methods.
gible to compete"-which means He must have a good memory,
that before a man can ever be- the ability to make quick and
come a detective he must have accurate observations, and the
been a mentber of the uniform ability to use firearms.
ranks for ihree years.
"Salary: $110.52 to $115.62
"Duties: This officer is assigned weekly."
to the Crime Bureau to make
Next week I will present the
special investigations of crimes
for the purpose of discovering traffic situation as most policeand apprehending offenders. He men see it and talk about that
reviews and analyses evidence TAG you got!

Carew Tower Store
Open 'til 8:30
Mon. & Thurs. Nights

FOR THE YOUNG MAN
WHO WANTS EVERYTHING

TWEED SUIT plu~
FLANNEL SLACKS
All 3 pieces

$55

Ours exclusively ... an all-purpose
wardrobe in one unit! Imagine
a good-looking tweed coat, matching
trousers plus a pair of contrasting
worsted 1OD% wool slacks . . . all ·
at such an amazingly low price!
Perfect for class, for dares, for
sporting events! Sizes 37 to 44,.
regulars or longs.
MABLEY'S VARSITY SHOP
SECOND FLOOR
CAREW TOWER S'l'ORE ONLY

...
'
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Music Stand

Debaters: Laiv Experts

(Continued from Page 2)

Rough Season Planned
Xavier University debaters are
busy becoming constitutional law
experts this year as they dig
into the timely and controversial
national debate topic, "Resolved:
that Congress should have the
power to reverse Supreme Court
decisions."
Father Vincent C. Horrigan of
the theology department again
serves as debate coach. In the
four years that he has served in
this position, he has brought
Xavier into the top flight levels
of college debating in the United
States.
Tom Kuhlman, a junior, is
president of the Poland Philopedian Society, formal name of
the debating club. Jim Jensen, a
senior and Frank Polk, a sophomore, are, respectively, vicepresident and secretary. They
were elected after a campaign
that promised "a bigger and
better debate society."
The debaters are receiving
special assistance this year in
the preparation of their cases
from Dr. John Whealen, faculty
specialist in constitutional law.
He has been able to advise both
sides on lines of attack from
experience with crucial cases in
the history of the Court.
In commenting on the debate
topic this year, Joseph Meissner,
a member of the debating club,

BULLETIN
Senior pictures for the 1960
Musketeer will be taken during the weeks of November 2
through November 6, and November 9 through November
13. However, there is a school
holiday during the second
week. For the exact times
seniors should check the Activities Bulletin Board. Mr.
Louis Ficks will again take
the pictures.

said: "Today the Supreme Court
is the final authority on legislation concerning integration, individual rights, and a host of
other complex problems. This
year's topic bores to the heart of

in 1943. Vocalists Anita O'Day
and June Christy were with Kenton through the 40's.
The years immediately following World War II saw the rise
of the Kenton band to international eminence. Pete Rugolo
was the chief arranger and Shelly
Manne, Stan Getz, and many
other leading jazzmen were in
the band. But Kenton tired of
leading the band on the road,
and retired in 1947 to study
.medicine and philosophy.
In the following decade following this intial breakup of the
band there was an irregular pattern of new ·plans and disbandments. A 1948 band featured
Latin-American rhythms; in 1950
Stan fronted a 40-piece, semi-

symphonic orchestra with strings,
which went far beyond the harmonic and melodic ranges previously associated with jazz.
Since 1954, the Kenton band
has been content to stay within
more commercial bounds. Retained are the Latin rhythms
and advanced harmonic concept.
Five each of saxes, trorp:bones,
and trumpets still blare above
two drummers. But the ·band also
plays what ballroom operators
picked last year as "the best
·dance music in the land."
The band at the Music Hall
next Saturday will :play one or
two jazz numbers a set; the rest
of the time will be devoted to
beautifully-arranged ballads and
da.nceable up-tempo arrangements of show tunes and popular
songs. Don't miss .the dance!

PLATTER PICKS:
Capitol has some sure-fire bestsellers in their October release.
"Here We Go Again,'' by the
Kingston Trio, "The Pour Freshmen and Five Guitars," and
"Swinging Aroung the World,''
by Jonah Jones are all good
albums.
The Kingston Trio are currently the hottest act in showbusiness. (There's a chance they
may play .Cincinnati Gardens next
spring.) "The Unfortunate Miss
Bailey" and "Goober Peas" are
good examples of the Kingston's
watered-down approach to folk
songs. In returning to the "4 and
5" policy the Freshmen are their
usual .tasty selves on "Rain,''
"This October,'' and 10 other
tunes. The Jones muted trumpet
treats songs of places both near
and far in its bouncy style.

Omar Khayyam writes a new jingle
Rev. Vincent C. Horrigan, S.J.
our type of government and asks
if justice and democracy are the
same thing."
The Xavier debaters will get
the opportunity to travel widely
this year and will hold their
annual Xavier-Marx National Invitational Tournament in the
Hotel Sheraton-Gibson in March.
Among schools that will come .to
Cincinnati for it will be Army,
Dartmouth, Notre Dame, Augustana and Northwestern.

SICK
(Continued from Page 6)
that only two days before the
show opened they had been
overcome ·by smoke working in
the coals mines of West Vir-ginia.
Never before have so few done
so much and received so little
in return. Oh yes, R. DeVereaux
went on even though he was
SICK.

Ajug of Wine,
A loaf' oP Bread

and Winston's
Filter-Blend f

B111nrin1'1 Pharmacy
The Drug Store Closest To

Xavier University
MEirose 1-3108
3618 Montgomer1 Road

-- -
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: MANUFACTURING

Chili & SpagbeUi,
Coney Islands - 2 for 25'
With Beans. Cheese and Onions
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CHICO'S
ITALIAN AND AMERICAN FOOD

3632 Montgomery Rd.
2 Miuutes

F1•0111

Xavier (One Block South of Dana)
JEfferson 1-9366

ANNOUNCING CHANGE IN HOURS

.

Open Eve1·y Day from 7 a.m. to 9 .p.m.
Fl'iday and Saturday from 7 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Ci1rry 011t Service On All Food ltem1

Old Omar has come up with another corker of a
couplet. Freely translated from the Persian:

It's what's up front that counts
If it hasn't got it there it hasn't got it
True, the lines don't scan. But what
do you expect. from a tent-makerthe perfect rhyme of "Winston tastes
good like a cigarette should"?
We'll admit that something may have
been lost in the translation. But when
it comes to Winston, nothing is lost in
the translation of rich, good tobacco
taste. That's because up front of a
pure white filter Winston has FilterBlend-a special selection of mild fla-

vorful tobaccos specially processed
for filter smoking.
Winston is designed to taste good.
Or, as Omar puts it:
The Moving Lighter lights;
and having lit,
Flicks o~. Then you draw on IT,
And bit by hit smoking pleasure
mounts;
With Filter-Blend up front,
Winston's got what counts!
11. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO co.. wi111riiii.iiI11i.1.c.
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